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T'ESTIA1

2

3

TION4 1. I

This testimony presents San Diego Gas & Electric Company’s (“SDG&E’s”) compliance5

with least cost dispatch (“I.CD”) requirements during the record period of January i through6

December 31,20! 3, as specified by applicable California Public Utilities Commission?

(“Commission”) decisions. :ains to the day-ahead and intra-day dispatch and trading of8

SDG&E’s portfolio of resources, including utility-owned generation (“UOG”) and power9

purchase agreements (“PPA”). The following sections describe Commission decisions on LCD10

and how SDG&E implemented these decisions in a manner consistent with its Cornmission-11

iapproved Long-Term Procurement Plan (“LTPP”).12

SDG&E has filed four quarterly advice letters (“AL”) covering the record period13

(AL 2477-E, AL 2509-E, AI. 2530-E, and AI. 2573-E f . through ■ ! " respectively) as14

required in Decision (“DC) 02-10-062. These advice letters provide detailed information on15

transactions that SDG&E executed while following its LCD process, as well as other data (e.g.16

customer load, resource schedules and fuel transactions) pertinent to tl :>eess during the17

record period. The Commission’s Utility Audit, Financial, and Compliance Branch ’)18

has completed its compliance and' id Q2 of SDG&E’s Quarterly Compliance Reports19

(“QCR”) for 2013, concluding that SDG&E’s LCD transactions for electricity and natural gas20

were properly authorized and in compliance with SDG&E’s Commission-approved procurement21

plan and all relevant Commission decisions. Moreover, with the exception of SDG&E’s 201322

i For purposes of the Commission’s review and the compliance findings requested herein, the relevant
LTPP is SDG&E’s 2012 LTPP, approved in Commission Resolution E.4543, in compliance with
D.l 1.05.005, D. 12.01.033 ai 046.
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id Q4 QCRs, for which approval arc currently expected in the third/fourth quarter of 2014,1

the Commission’s Enei ision issued its approvals establishing that the LCD transactions2

reflected in SDG&E’s QCRs were in compliance wi i mi s si on-approved LTPP,

and applicable procurement-related rulings and decisions/

3

4

LI II I 1W5 II.

For the record period, most of SDG&E’s energy requirements were met with SDG&E6

> and 1 11 fo ■ : ; included qualifying facility (“Q'F”) contracts and contracts for?

renewable energy, dispatchablc generation and out-of-state resources, all of which are described8

in the Direct Testimony of SDG&E witness Sally Chen. luded combined-cycle plants9

(Palomar Energy Center [“Palomar”] and Desert Star Energy Center [“Desert Star”]), and10

combustion turbines (“CT”) generators (Miramar I [“M'EF I”] and II [“MEF 1 llcctively,11

M'EF I and II are known as “Miramar”]) and Cuyamaca Peak Energy Plan (“CPEP”).12

The tables below provide summary data for resources in the SDG&E’s portfolio. The13

must-take resources in Table 1 are non-dispatchable; SDG&E has an obligation to accept the14

generation that is produced from these resources without regard to variable cost and therefore are15

exempt from SDG&E’s LCD process described in this testimony (with limited economic16

curtailment rights on two QF contracts). The total of their generation in part determines17

SDG&E’s net long or short position, which did factor into LCD. The resources in Table 2 are18

dispatchablc and were therefore the focus of SDG&E’s least cost process during the record19

period.20

21

’ D.02.10.062, Conclusion of Law (“COI.,”) 7, at 73; D.03.12.062, at 78.79; Ordering Paragraph
(“OP”) 20 an. ■ 12.052, at 185 - 192. " "
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Tal1
2

y
3
4 Baseload with limited 

economic curtailment
234 Nones

5
Renewable non- 

intermittent resources
Baseload (as available)124 None

6
Intermittent Resources Intermittent1628

(maximum)
None

8

9 Table 2:

10
Capacity

MW ‘
1 1

Palomar CCGT 
Natural Gas

SP15

Load Following56012
Regulation

13
Otay Mesa CCGT 

Natural Gas 
SP 15

Load Following Spinning Reserve
Regulation

602
14

15 Cuyamaca CT
Natural Gas 

SP 15

Leaker Non.Spinning Reserve47
16

17 Miramar 1 CT 
Natural Gas 

SP 15

Leaker Non.Spinning Reserve48

18
Miramar 2 CT 
Natural Gas 

SP 15

Leaker Non.Spinning Reserve4819

20
Boardmart Coal ST 

Coal
Baseload85 None

21
Import into NL15

22 Orange Grove CT 
Natural Gas

Leaker Non.Spinning Reserve97

23 SP 15
El Cajon Energy

Center CT..
Natural Gas

SP15

Leaker Non.Spinning Reserve4724

25

26 Desert Star CCGT 
Natural Gas 

Import into SL15

Load Following Spinning Reserve485

27
Lake Hodges Unit 1 

Hydro
Pumped Storage20 None28

SP1529
Lake Hodges Unit 2 

Hydro
SP 15

Pumped Storage20 None

*CCGT= Combined Cycle Gas Turbine; CT= Combustion; ST= Steam Turbine30
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1 III.

In D.02-09-053, which allocated the CDWR contracts to the three California Investor2

Owned Utilities (“IOUs”), the Commission charged the lOIJs with the responsibility to “assume 

all the operational, dispatch and administrative functions”3 for the allocated contracts and

3

4

directed that “economic dispatch shall be the operating rule for the utility’s portfolio of5

resources, including the DWR contracts.”4 In that same decision, the Commission provided6

direction by which a utility should implement he combined utility/CDWR portfolio:?

[Ejconornic dispatch entails analysis of the marginal costs of the available 
energy and dispatching the least-cost incremental resource. An important 
clement of least cost dispatch is that the fixed costs associated with 
resources are considered sunk for dispatch purposes. Variable costs are the 
only ones that are incurred or avoided as a result of operating decisions.3

8
9

10
11
12

Thus, the Commission explicitly requires to consider only variable operating cost for LCD13

and not to consider fixed costs. For clarity, fixed costs are those that are incurred regardless of14

the dispatch of the resource. The capital costs of utility-owned generation investments, capacity15

payments for tolling contracts, financial hedges, pipeline capacity charges and Congestion16

Revenue Rights (“CRR”) costs/revenues are examples of fixed costs.17

The LCD requirement was further established by the Commission in D.02-10-062, which18

authorized the IOUs to resume full procurement responsibilities on January 1,2003. That19

decision established standards of conduct by which must administer its portfolio,20

including the allocated CDWR contracts. Specifically, Standard of Conduct #4 (“SOC 4”) states21

that “[t]he utilities shall prudently administer all contracts and generation resources and dispatch22

"w6the energy in a least-cost manner.23

:i D.02.09-053, at 71.72, OP 2.
4 Id. at 72.73, OP 5.

Id. at 39.
6 D.02.10.062, at 52 and COL 11, at 74.
5
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Subsequently, the Commission provided guidance on the appropriate level of1

demonstration that each fOU complied with SOC 4:2

3
4
5
6 part that:

The outcome or standard for review has been predetermined 
that is the lowest costs SCE must demonstrate that it has

?

8
complied with this standard, by providing sufficient 
information and/or analysis in order for the Commission to 
verify that SCE’s dispatch resulted in the most cost-effective 
mix of total resources, thereby minimizing the cost of 
delivering electric services. Based on analyses of SCE’s 
showing and subsequent discovery, ORA or any other party 
may take the position that SCE did not fully comply with 
SOC 4. In such cases, we will judge the merits of the parties’ 
positions and may impose disallowances and/or penalties.... 
This compliance process encompasses much more than that 
characterized by ORA. Imposing a compliance process for 
least-cost dispatch under SOC 4, rather than a reasonableness 
review process, does not diminish our ability to ensure just 
and reasonable rates 5-00054, pp. 14-15.)

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
161?
18
19
20
21

i22

In this same decision, the Commission goes on to say that:23

24
25
26
27
28
29 its
30 ■ ’ r * •

The Commission also determined in D.05-01-054 that the scope of LCD review should cover the31

9dispatch of resources in the day-ahead, hour-ahead and real-time markets.32

' D.05.04.036 at 26 (emphasis added).
x Id. at 27 (internal footnote omitted) (emphasis added). 
9 D.05.01.054, COL 2, at 36.
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In D.03-06-076, the Commission recognized that, while lOIJs endeavor to meet the LCD1

standard, actual achievement of the most cost-effective mix of resources may be constrained by2

non-economic factors:3

4
5
6
7
8

Finally, disall9

11annual expenditure on all procurement activities.10

11 IV.

The goal of LCD is to achieve the most cost-effective mix of total resources, thereby12

minimizing the cost of delivering electric services. To meet this goal, SDG&E implements a13

LCD process that it has presented in each of the previous Energy Resource Recovery Account14

(“ERR.A”) compliance filings. This process is comprised of several functions as follows:15

• Planning is a forward assessor i&E’s expected load, resource16

availabilities, variable costs, and market prices to forecast the lowest cost mix of17

resources, including market energy, to meet load.18

• Trading is the purchase of market energy below the variable cost or sale of19

surplus generation above the variable cost of SDG&E’s resources.20

• Scheduling is the process of offering SDG&E’s resources into the California21

Independent System Operator (“CAISO”) markets for dispatch in line with22

variable operating costs and operational constraints.23

10 s added).
I !
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requires downloading and communicating1 . f

CAISO market awards for energy and ancillary services to SDG&E’s resources so2

they can be effectively dispatched to meet CAISO instructions. Following the3

delivery date, SDG&E retrieves additional market data and analyzes market4

awards and settlement results to ensure they are in line with SDG&E’s5

self-schedules and economic bids.6

In Section V &E demonstrates how it performs each of these functions within its?

cess to comply with SOC 4. Prior to the detailed discussion of these functions, a8

summary of the CAISO market (post-Market Redesign and Technolog *adc (“MRTU”)) is9

provided in the next section to provide context f - , i l&E . ■ ::>ecss.10

Importantly, as the Commission acknowledged i -06-076, the results of such11

dispatch activities will not align with pure LCD because they are constrained by non-cconomic12

limitations. Specific examples of such limitations that affected SDG&E during the record period13

include!14

Load forecast uncertainty15

Operational constraints of generators r&E’s portfolio16

Modeling limitations of variable costs, including unit commitment costs17

Lack of ex ante knowledge of market prices18

Therefore, an after-the-fact review isults alone is not fully informative of whether19

SDG&E complied with SOC 4. A more appropriate review must consider SDG&E’s LCD20

process, and whether it enabled the lowest-cost mix of resources to be achieved subject to such21

limitations in effect at the time.22
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Cl P AXIOM1 V. r
On April 1,2009, following Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (“FER.C”) approval2

of its market redesign application, the CAISO implemented the MRTU, which introduced3

fundamental changes in the way resources are committed and dispatched. The most significant4

of these changes was the implementation of a centralized energy market which requires load-5

serving entities (“LSE”) to procure energy and ancillary services (“A/S”), and generators to sell6

energy and A/S, through the CAISO markets based on self-schedules and economic bids.?

Prior to MRTU, load-serving entities assessed the costs of their supply options, including market8

energy, and submitted schedules to the CAISO balancing those supplies with their load or sales9

obligations. MRTU established a centralized spot market that enables all resources, through10

standardized bidding and scheduling rules, to be competitively dispatched based on variable11

costs to serve total system load, subject to operational and transmission constraints. These12

resources are no longer matched up to any particular 1.SE’s load; LSEs now meet their needs by13

self-scheduling or bidding for energy in the CAISO market. I.lowever, LSEs may still rely on14

bilaterally procured resources to hedge the day-to-day cost of buying energy and A/S from the15

CAISO markets, to the extent these contracted resources pass on the revenues for energy and A/S16

awards received from those same CAISO markets back to the LSE.17

S'DG&E modified f . ■ icess to meet new 11 '-related CAISO tariff rules and18

operating requirements while maintaining compliance with SOC 4, particularly in regard to19

self-schedules and economic bids for its dispatchable resources. These self-schedules and bids20

must accurately reflect variable costs to enable the CAISO market to produce energy and A/S21

awards fi. ■ i&E’s resources that are consistent with 1 , ■22
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The CAISO market solves for the least cost unit commitment and dispatch solution1

incorporating self-schedules and economic bids from generators and load, various resource2

operational constraints and a full transmission network model that considers transmission3

constraints throughout the CAISO system. The nodal (“Pnode”) market prices explicitly account4

for the economic effects of re-dispatching resources to relieve congestion constraints.5

The CAISO optimizes the dispatch of the several hundred generators across its system to find the6

overall lowest-cost mix of resources to meet CAISO system load requirements (including those?

ofSDG&E).8

The CAISO market also co-optimizes the allocation of dispatchable capacity between9

generation and A/S capacity, based on prices submitted for each of these services in the resource 

bids.12 The resulting allocation of awards between generation and A/S across the system

10

11

therefore reflects the economic tradeoff between capacity used for generation and that reserved12

for A/S.13

The CAISO employs an iterative mixed-integer programming methodology to account14

for the numerous constraints cited above. Appendix 1 of this testimony is the technical bulletin15

published by the CAISO that describes it optimization processes in more detail.16

Specifically, Section 2.3 states:17

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

12 For example, if a generator’s energy 'bid price is $10/MWh in.the-money relative to the clearing price,
then the IFM may award the generator an A/S award only if it the A/S clearing price exceeds 510 or the 
generator’s bid, whichever is greater.
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1
2
3
4
5
6?

8
9 cuiu caiigi iicu y juvitis.

A feature of the CAISO market is the ability for market participants to submit10

self-schedules rather than economic (or price) bids for load and generation. A self-schedule is a11

price-taker bid that is awarded regardless of the Pnode price (even if negative) subject to12

operational constraints. SDG&E submits a self-schedule for its forecasted load in the day-ahead13

market. SDG&E also submits self-schedules for its (non-intermittent resources) must-take 

resources in the day-ahead market.14 This approach is needed because SDG&E has an obligation

14

15

to receive energy from these resources, regardless of the market price, and self-scheduling in the16

day-ahead market ensures that revenues paid to these resources effectively offset costs charged17

to SDG&E load.18

Some of SDG&E’s intermittent resources qualify for the CAlSO’s Participating19

Intermittent Resource Program (“PIR.P”). In order to comply with that program, SDG&E20

submits self-schedules for its resources in the hour-ahead scheduling process. However,21

SDG&E submits convergence bids for a portion oft ntified intermittent resources to22

shift the revenues from the real-time market to the day-ahead market to achieve the day-ahead23

energy revenuc/load cost offset described above. SDG&E also had intermittent generation not24

registered as PIR.P resources. These resources were scheduled as a percentage of the forecasted25

volume in the Day Ahead Market and the remainder in the I.lour Ahead Market.26

M CAISO Technical Bulletin: Market Optimization Details, November 19, 2009 at 2.8 (emphasis added).
14 For brevity, this testimony does not distinguish between SDG&E or the resource owner performing the 
Scheduling Coordinator functions for SDG&E’s resources.
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SDG&E must be selective in its use of self-schedules for dispatchable generation, since1

self-schedules could conflict with the LCD requirement to consider variable costs. Dispatchable2

generation is self-scheduled into the CAISO market primarily for the following reasons:3

Limiting downward dispatch of resources in the real-time market to manage4

SDG&E’s exposure to real-time prices5

Mitigation of uneconomic unit cycling6

Managing CAISO modeling limitations?

Unit testing that requires the generator to run at a minimum output level8

Ensuring that peakers are dispatched for the time period they are needed9

Initial conditions10

Self-scheduling of Lake I.lodges11

Avoidance of Bid Cost Recovery (“BCR”) uplift allocation12

Achieving a minimum fuel burn as required13

Greater certainty of gas burn14

Self-schedules may otherwise not support the least cost objective. Most importantly, they are15

price-taker bids that provide no assurance (unlike price bids) that market revenues will pay for16

fuel and other operating costs, and thereby expo: &E ratepayers to unnecessary risk of17

losses. Furthermore, sell-schedules undermine the CAlSO’s ability to procure A/S and thereby18

drives up the costs (which are charged to load) for these products that are necessary for grid19

reliability.20

Consequent! i&E primarily submits cost-based price bids for its dispatchable21

generation rather than self-schedules. Price bids assure that SDG&E ratepayers will recover the22

AS-11
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variable costs associated with start-up, minimum load and dispatch from the market. Moreover,1

price bids enable the CAISO to perform its co-optimization between energy and A/S awards.2

Finally, with respect to LCD, price bids allow for CAISO market results to meet the least cost3

dispatch solution across the entire system, including SDG&E’s service territory, because the4

CAISO selects the mix of resources with the lowest total variable cost (as represented by their5

price bids) to meet load requirements. To the extent SDG&E submits cost-based price bids6

reflecting variable costs per D.02-09-053, and accurately presents operational parameters and?

constraints to the CAISO, the results produced by the CAISO markets for SDG&E’s supply8

portfolio are consistent with the Commission’s LCD requirements.9

10 VI.

SDG&E’s LCD process is managed by the Electric and Fuel Procurement department11

(“E&FP”). Key personnel involved in daily LCD activity in 2013 included fuels traders and12

schedulers, power traders, preschcdulers and real-time schedulers. The LCD process consisted13

of a number of para ctions, which are described in this section.14

A. P15

a particular delivery date began with a weekly production cost model that16

optimized resources to sen &E’s load requirement for the following 12-day period.17
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The model software (GenTradcr)15 was set up with numerous parameters, including load1

forecast, plant operating data, resource availability, forecasted LMP prices for all relevant2

pricing points and dispatch constraints which allowed the model to perform complex analysis to3

produce a preliminary forecast of generation dispatch and market transactions that minimized4

total variable cost to serve the forecasted load requirement. The GenTradcr model produced5

expected utilization of resources for the planning horizon, including dispatch levels, fuel6

requirements and market transactions. ailed description of the inputs to GenTradcr which?

SDG&E uses for determining a LCD forecast is as follows:8

Load forecasts: SDG&E produces load forecasts using a load forecasting9 a.

developed by Pattern Recognition Technologies, Inc. (“PRT”). SDG&E began10

using the nodel on April 1,2013, replacing the previous load forecast11

model. The PRT model utilized technologies such as artificial neural12

networks,nonlinear statistical data modeling tools where the complex 

relationships between inputs and outputs are modeled or patterns are found,16 and

13

14

special proprietary algorithms to analyze relationships between historical system15

load and weather data to develop the load forecast ft &E’s system.16

SDG&E’s bundled customers is determined by adjusting SDG&E’s system load17

for transmission losses, which were calculated as a percentage estimate of the18

system load forecast based on historical data, less the load forecast for Direct19

SDG&E uses GenTradcr, a leading production cost and optimization software application produced by
Power Costs Inc. (“PCI”). GenTradcr employs an optimization algorithm to calculate the optimal,
constraints.bound mix of market transactions and generation from SDG&E’s resource portfolio over the
study period. SDG&E acquired Gen.frader as part of a PCI product suite in preparation for the new
Market. PCI introduced Gen.ITader in 1999 and continues to implement modeling and technology
enhancements the / E receives under its license agreement. GenTradcr is used across the country in
nodal and traditional markets to optimize generation portfolios. Additional product description is
available at http://www.powercosts.com/solutions.products/gentradcr/.
l!> As defined by www.techopedia.com/
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Access customers. Direct Access load forecast was provided b &E’s1

Electric Load Analysis group based on the historic load for current Direct Access2

accounts in t 3 billing system. These load forecasts are produced3

weekly as inputs to the Gen Trader 12-day LCD forecast.4

b. Resource opera! 'ameters: The Gen Trader model required a variety of data5

for each dispatchable resource to properly determine its dispatch cost. Such data6

included heat rates, ramp rates and variable operation and maintenance costs,?

minimum and maximum operating points, fuel delivery charges and start-up costs.8

Numerous operating constraints were also fed into the model including start-up9

time, minimum shutdown and rim times, multi-stage generation (“MSG”)10

transitions and ramp rates. The model optimized the dispatch of each resource11

given its generation cost and operating constraints.12

Forecast of resource availability: A significant portion i&E’s resource13 c.

portfolio is comprised of must-take resources nd renewable energy), as14

listed in Section II. SDG&E receives weekly, and in some cases daily, forecasts15

of hourly deliveries from the resource operator. SDG&E generates availability16

forecasts for some smaller contracts based on historical performance. If these17

availabilities varied from the full operating capability, they were communicated to18

the CA1SO via the Scheduling and Logging for ISO of California I ”)19

application as required.20

d. I prices: The GenTrader [.CD forecast model required a forecast of fuel21

prices for each of the dispatchable resources i&E’s portfolio, and a forecast22

of hourly power prices for various market delivery points. Fuel prices were based23
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on forward natural gas price curves at SoCal Border and Kern Delivered (derived1

from the New York Mercantile Exchange [“NYMEX”], Intercontinental2

Exchange [“ICE”] and broker quotes) and tariff or contract gas transportation3

costs. Power prices were based on forward power price curves for block power4

(derived froi and broker quotes) and shaped for each hour using price5

weighting factors derived from historical price and load profiles.6

Miscellaneous: Other factors that affected Gen Trader results included an hourly? c.

price weighting profile, Short-Run Avoid ts (“SRAC”) prices for QF8

economic curtailments and contract or regulatory limits that imposed additional9

constraints on economic dispatch. Use-limited resources including the Lake10

1.lodges pumped-storage project and demand response products are not modeled11

by GenTradcr due to unique constraint parameters and were therefore optimized12

on a day-ahead/weekly basis based on market conditions, price forecasts and13

operati ng j udgrn en t.14

GenTradcr was then used to calculate the hourly dispatch level of dispatchable resource15

over the modeled period that was economic, or “in-the-money,” relative to forecasted LMP16

prices. This determination considered up front commitment costs (start-up and minimum load17

costs), incremental dispatch costs which varied by output level, and various operational18

constraints consistent with resource data template (“RDT”) data used by the CAISO in its market19

processes. For must-take resources, generation was assumed to equal their forecasted20

availabilities. If the sum of must-take and in-the-money dispatchable generation was less than21

that hour’s load requirement, the short position, or Residual Net Short (“RNS”), was considered22

to be met with market purchases. If the sum of must-take and in-the-money generation was23
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greater than that hour’s load requirement, the long position was considered to be surplus1

generation available for economic market sales.2

T contracts, Yuma Cogeneration Association (“YCA”) and Goal Line, gave3

SDG&E limited curtailment rights when market prices were lower than the contract price for4

energy. Curtailment did not require these units to shut down; t cted to either run and5

be paid the actual market price or shut down for the curtailment period. SDG&E included these6

curtailment provisions in its LCD and regularly monitored the difference between the market and?

contract prices to determine when maximum economic value could be obtained through QF8

curtailment.9

The YCA QF contract provided for two types of economic curtailment! flexible and10

block. Flexible curtailments were limited to 2,200 hours per year with a minimum of eight hours11

per curtailment. The block curtailments were two 200 hour blocks per year. Since these12

curtailments had limitations of exercise, SDG&E used forward market and contract prices to13

forecast when the differential between these prices would be greatest in order to maximize cost14

savings. SDG&E updated i > * jitailrnent analysis monthly as th ■ nergy price15

formula uses a monthly gas price index as well as seasonal price shaping factors.16

The Goal Li » ■ contract allowc . I ■ &E to economically curtail the contract for up to17

five hours each day of the year. If the off-peak price fa energy was lower than the QF18

energy price for those hour i&E provided Goal Line with a daily curtailment notice, which19

included a curtail price.20

21 B.

On a d'e imately 6:00 a.m., preschedulers updated the PCI software22

with updated values, specifically the load forecast, market prices and resource availabilities.23
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Other resource operational data such as heat rates are relatively static between the 12-day plan1

and day-ahead plan and were not typically updated. Key distinctions between the 12-day and2

day-ahead model parameters were as follows:3

Load forecast: SDG&E used updated temperature and humidity forecasts from4 a.

SDG&E’s weather forecasting service to re-run its PRT load forecasting model5

In addition, pre-schedulers applied manual adjustments to the PRT result when6

warranted to offset known limitations to the model For example, because PRT?

forecasts are based on historical data, PRT lagged sudden changes to the weather8

forecast such as the onset of a heat wave. The prescheduler also benchmarked the9

PRT forecast to that published by the CAISO for SDG&E’s service area (when10

available) to identify and resolve significant deviations.11

b. Resource availabilities: SDG&E received updated and more accurate availability12

information for its resources on a day-ahead basis. These updates captured13

information that may not have been included in the 12-day model, such as14

ambient derates and forced derates and outages. These updates were also15

submitted to the CAISO via th application as required.16

Market prices: Spot natural gas and power trade actively in the day-ahead market.17 c.

Updated prices fed into the model reflected actual market conditions to help in the18

forecasting of LMPs.19

• updating the GenTradcr model with these inputs, SDG&E then re-optimized the20

mix of market transactions and resource dispatches. As with the 12-day plan, GenTradcr21

produced a plan for unit commitments, dispatch levels and economic purchases and sales. These22
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results helped inform gas and power trading requirements and the potential for self-scheduling of1

dispatchable resources.2

C. I3

The CA1SO runs the Day-Ahead Market (“DAM”) to economically clear load and4

resources that were scheduled or bid in. The DAM' requires SDG&E to submit separate5

schedules and bids for each resource and load. Results of the DAM' become financially binding6

at the market clearing price for each resource and load that is awarded, and the sum < '&E’s?

awarded resources docs not necessarily balance with SDG&E’s load award. The process to8

self-schedule and bid in SDG&E’s load and resources is discussed below.9

Load: During the record perio i&E sought to self-schedule 100% of the10

day-ahead bundled load forecast. Self-scheduling ensured that SDG&E would11

purchase its forecasted load requirement in the day-ahead market rather than12

rolling the requirement into the real-time market which produces more volatile13

prices. The day-ahead market was preferred for two other reasons. The first14

reason was that SDG&E was required to self-schedule or bid in its (non-use15

limited) resources into the day-ahead market under Resource Adequacy must-16

offer rules in the CAISO Tariff. Therefore, while balanced schedules were not17

mandated, tt 1 did provide a means for supply revenues to effectively offset18

the load costs provided that SDG&E self-scheduled its load in the DAM. The19

second reason was that the depth of the day-ahead bilateral market allowed20

SDG&E to hedge its self-scheduled load exposed to the CAISO DAM' clearing21

price via bilateral fixed-price transactions.22
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Non- i n term ittcnt rnust- to self-schedule1

available must-take geiii .y-ahead basis to offset DAM load awards.2

For resources that were scheduled by sellers and not SDG&E, sellers continued to3

self-schedule their available generation into the DAM. Credit for the Day Ahead4

(“DA”) revenues was transferred back to SDG&E either via an Inter-SC Trade5

(“1ST”) for the self-scheduled quantity, or settled after the fact by the settlements6

? group.

Generation convergence bids: SDG&E’s intermittent resources that were part of8

PIRP were scheduled in the hour-ahead scheduling process as required by the9

CAISO. SDG&E utilized convergence bids to effectively shift the CAISO’s10

payment for the PIRP resources from the real-time market to tf 1, thereby11

providing a better offset to load charges which, as discussed above, settle against12

f prices. The Commission authorized this application of Convergence13

Bidding in D.i 0-12-034. The daily process consists of three main steps: (1)14

retrieval of the day-ahe recast for the relevant resources; (2) creation of15

convergence bid quantities considering a) the percentage of the day-ahead PIRP16

quantity forecast to be shifted into the day-ahead market, b) convergence bid17

quantity limitations imposed by the CAISO £ eduction of quantities in hours18

that historically have tended to produce negative returns on the convergence bids19

SDG&E would have submitted; and (3) pricing of convergence bids such that the20

virtual supply is not sold at unreasonably low price levels. The results of21

SDG&E’s convergence bidding activity were reported monthly to the22
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Commission and Procurement Review Group (“PRG”) as required by1

2 D. 10-12-034.

Dispatchable : SDG&E’s objective, with respect to self-schedules and3

price bids for dispatchable resources, was to maintain adherence to LCD4

principles. This objective was primarily met by bidding generation into the DAM'5

17at cost..based prices consistent with the LCD modeling.6

Generator price bids: There are three basic components - startup cost, minimum?

load cost and incremental energy bids. Startup and minimum load costs which8

can be declared as registered or proxy are used in the CAISO day-ahead market.9

Also, bidding rules require that incremental energy bids be monotonically10

increasing over the range of output. This rule at times conflicted with the actual11

incremental energy cost of combined cycle plants because the true incremental12

cost decreases as well as increases as they transition through operating modes to13

ramp from minimum to maximum load. Therefore, SDG&E had to develop14

modified energy bid curves or employed MSG modeling for its combined cycle15

fleet (Palomar, Desert Star, and Otay Mesa) to comply with the monotonically16

increasing bid rule. Other components of the price bid that pertained to17

A/S-certified units are bids for Regulation, Spinning Reserve and Non-Spinning18

Reserve. As discussed in Section V, the day-ahead market algorithm19

co-optimizes dispatchable capacity between generation and A/S awards; and the20

generator is paid at least its opportunity cost of forgoing a profitable day-ahead21

Mules for dispatchable resources as described in Section V. 
: consistent with least cost dispatch (since they do not 
did at times provide the benefits described in Section V in 
,nd managing SDG&E’s real-time exposure to real-time
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energy sale. I.lowever, co-optimization does not consider lost energy sales in the1

real-time market. Therefoi i&E incorporates an estimate of expected real-2

time energy market netrevenu.es that the A/S capacity could otherwise derive3

from that market.4

Unit: As noted in tl odeling discussion,5

SDG&E performs a separate optimization analysis of Lake I.lodges due to its6

unique operational characteristics. For example, its fuel cost is based on the cost?

of power required to pump water into the upper reservoir such that it can generate8

power at a later time. Secondly, it is only economic to operate the plant (from a9

spectivc) when the cost of pumping water into the upper reservoir is10

recovered by revenues from using that water for generation. Given that these11

unique features present significant modeling challenges that only apply to 40 MW12

of generation capacity, SDG&E chose to develop an in-house spreadsheet tool to13

determine the optimized dispatch of this resource rather than devoting resources14

to upgrade its GenTradcr application (although such a solution may be pursued in15

the future). The spreadsheet tool produces a self-schedule for the unit for both16

pump and generation modes through the following steps: (1) retrieval of an hourly17

power price forecast over the following week period; (2) determination of18

economically rational pump and generation hours based on the power price19

forecast, pump efficiency parameters, variable O&M costs and load uplift20

charges; and (3) modification of the hours from step 2 based on operational21

constraints such as water usage restrictions. Trading or scheduling personnel22

manually reviewed the results, modified as needed to ensure all other operational23
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constraints were respected, and uploaded the final pump and generation1

self-schedules it S’s scheduling application for submittal into the2

CAISO market.3

Power Trades: During the ecord period, SDG&E primarily traded4

day-ahead financial power to hedge the risk of unknown day-ahead market5

clearing prices, and their effect on the magnitude of market awards on SDG&E’s6

resources. Financial power was traded in lieu of physical power due to greater?

market liquidity, but provided the same hedge. Like physical power purchases,8

SDG&E purchased financial power to lock in energy prices below its marginal9

generation cost, or sold financial power to lock in sales of surplus generation10

above variable cost. The volume of energy purchased or sold was informed by11

the results of the GenTrader LCD model and a position analysis spreadsheet12

developed in-house; both tools calculated SDG&E’s hourly short or long position13

based on similar inputs and provided a more robust result of hedging needs than a14

single model. &E traded these products on the ICE or through voice brokers15

to ensure competitive prices, and submitted these trades for Commission review16

in its QCR.17

18 D. H eh

The CAISO operates the Hour-Ahead Scheduling Process (“HASP”) market that19

performs several important functions related to LCD. I.ike the DAM', the HASP market20

establishes financially binding awards for awarded hour-ahead self-schedules and bids, but only21

at intertic scheduling points. In addition, the HASP market enables SDG&E to submit updated22

self-schedules and cost-based bids for its dispatchable resources so the CAISO can issue23
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incremental or dccremcntal dispatches in the real-time market based on this updated data.1

SDG&E also self-schedules its PIRP certified intermittent resources in I.IASP as required under2

PIRP rules. Of note, the CAISO does not allow load self-schedules and bids to be updated in3

ny differences between actual load and the load quantity cleared in the day-ahead4

market is automatically settled at the real-time market price.5

The CAISO issues incremental and dccremcntal awards an hour before delivery for6

intertie bids and in real-time (5 to 15 minutes ahead) for online or fast-start internal generation?

through its Autorna patch System (“ADS”). Dccremcntal energy awards essentially cause8

resources to buy back the day-ahead award if the I.IASP or real-time price falls below the bid9

price submitted in 1.IASP; incremental awards cause resources to sell additional energy or A/S10

relative to the day-ahead awar &E’s resources responded directly to these ADS11

instructions. If a resource experienced an unplanned outage or other change in operational12

capability, these updates were submitted to the CAISO via the SLIC application as required to13

notify the CAISO of the status and preclude infeasible real-time dispatch instructions.14

Because HASP and real-time prices are more volatile than and can deviate significantly15

from the day-ahead price, the impact of the real-time market on SDG&E’s LCD results varies16

day-to-day. This impact may be particularly negative if real-time market prices spike when17

SDG&E’s portfolio is significantly short. The short position can arise for several reasons,18

including:19

SDG&E generally self-schedules 100% of its forecasted load in the day-ahead20

market; if actual load exceeds the forecast, the result is a short real-time position;21

resources (must-take and dispatchable) that arc awarded in the day-ahead market22

carry a delivery obligation in the real-time market for the awarded quantity; thus,23
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an outage or curtailment to any of these resources that prevents it from meeting its1

day-ahead obligation results in a short real-time position;2

awarded convergence bids in the day-ahead market trigger a buyback in the3

real-time market; if this buyback is not fully covered by physical generation, the4

convergence bid results in a short real-time position; and5

if real-time prices are lower than day-ahead, the CAISO could dispatch resources6

below their day-ahead award, as described earlier in this section; these?

dccremcntal dispatches would result in a short real-time position (albeit a8

desirable one should real-time prices continue to remain low).9

If real-time prices spiked under any one or more of these scenarios, SDG&E’s10

dispatchable resources may not have been able to ramp quickly enough to fully eliminate the11

short position. The combination of real-time price spikes and short portfolio position is a12

constant risk to ratepayers, depending on the severity of each.13

In order to mitigate the risk of a short real-time position, SDG&E from time to time14

submitted If-schedules on its dispatchable resources. For a resource already committed15

in the day-ahead market (e.g., combined cycle or steam unit), the self-schedule prevented the16

CAISO from decrementing the resource below a certain level in the real-time market such that a17

short position could be avoided. For a resource that was not awarded in the day-ahead market18

with a short startup time (e.g., peakers), the self-schedule ensured that the CAISO dispatched this19

resource in real-time to offset an existing short position.20

Since the implementation of MRTU, SDG&E has observed a reduction in the market’s21

interest (and consequently liquidity) to trade real-time power. SDG&E predominately relied on22
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the CAISO real-time market to clear residual real-time positions, and used self-schedules as1

described above to manage its real-time short position.2

3 E.

SDG&E implemented post-MRTU procedures to retrieve CAISO day-ahead awards and4

communicate them to its resources. While dispatchable generators in fact respond to CAISO5

regulation dispatch in real time, they require timely notice of day-ahead awards in order6

to adequately prepare to meet startup, shutdown and M'SG transition requirements. Furthermore,?

advance notification of regulation awards ensured that generators would be prepared to operate8

in Automated Generation Con- '”) in order to follow regulation dispatch. Lastly, the9

day-ahead notification allowed enough time to address any inconsistencies between a generator’s10

day-ahead award and its stated operational constraints previously communicated to the CAISO11

through SLIC.12

SDG&E performed a post-market assessment to review market results and validate that13

the CAISO process resulted in &E’s portfolio. The assessment is referred to as the14

Bid Evaluator report, provided through the PCI software package. Bid Evaluator compares15

SDG&E’s expected day-ahead awards for its dispatchable generation based on published market16

prices with actual day-ahead market results. Generally, the market results aligned closely with17

Bid Evaluator results (subject to operational constraints), confirming that )G&E’s18

portfolio was achieved.19

.nigh SDG&E investigates substantive deviations between CAISO market solutions20

and I: luator optimization, any deviations do not necessarily indicate an incorrect dispatch21

or need for further action. Upon citing a deviation, SDG&E may modify inputs or bidding22

strategy, initiate a change proposal to PCI for development, or notify CAISO of deviations to23
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determine the cause which may be recognized as a market flaw through Customer Inquiry1

Dispute and Information (“CIDI”) tickets.2

3 VII. IL

In this section, SDG&E presents detailed information that supports SDG&E’s execution4

of the LCD process described in Section VI. A description of the information is provided below5

as well as in the Appendices ai chmcnts:6

The PUT load forecast data table in Appendix 2 is the output from SDG&E’s load? I.

forecasting took As discussed above, it produces an hourly forecast of total8

SDG&E system load based on a forecast of temperature and relative humidity,9

which can be compared directly to the CAISO’s forecast of tot &E system10

load. Preschcdulers will make adjustments to the finalized day-ahead system load11

forecast to arrive at SDG&E’s bundled load forecast, which is scheduled in the12

113

The resource data template (“RDT”) reflects the operating characteristics of all14 2.

resources th; &E was the Scheduling Coordinator during the record period.15

SDG&E has included all the RDTs in Attachment A, including any changes made16

during the year and the reason for any such change. The majority of these17

changes are related to start-up and min load costs. As discussed earlic &E18

may declare its Start-up and Min-load Costs to be cither a registered cost or proxy19

20 cost.

The Proxy Cost option uses fuel-cost adjusted formulas established by the21 o

CAISO for determining Start-Up Costs and Minimum I.oad Costs based22

on the resource’s actual unit-specific performance parameters. The23
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Start-Up and Minimum Lo ts arc based on fuel prices that change1

daily.2

Under the Registered Cost option, the Scheduling Coordinator may3 o

register value for Start-Up Costs and Minimum Load Costs in the Master4

File subject to the maximum limit specified in the CAISO tariff. These5

costs will be static until another R.DT change is made, which can only be6

every 30 days.?

SDG&E chooses the registered cost option except in cases where there arc8 o

costs and constraints that arc not accounted for in the proxy cost9

calculation.10

SDG&E receives availability notices for its dispatchable and must-take resources,11 3.

which may affc< tilts. A sample availability notice is provided in12

Appendix 2.13

Market prices are entered into GenTradcr to determine the optimization between14 4.

generation and market purchases and sales. Appendix 2 shows a screenshot of15

slices that inform traders of market prices to be used to create the price16

forecast in GenTradcr.17

GenTradcr results show the quantities of non-intermittent resources expected to18 5.

clear in the day-ahead market based on variable operating costs and the price19

forecast, and inform traders of the direction and magnitude long or20

short residual day-ahead position relative to load requirements. SDG&E has21

included GenTradcr results for each day during the record period in22

Attachment B.23
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Incremental bids submitted to the CAISO are calculated using the Heat Rate, Gas1 6.

price plus gas transport, costs, and Variable Operations and Maintenance.2

Appendix 3 provides an explanation of how the incremental bids are calculated3

and Attachment C provides SDG&E’s detailed calculation of energy bids for its4

thermal dispatchable resources that SDG&E submitted into the CAISO’s5

Scheduling Infrastructure & Business Rules I ”) system, used to determine6

CAISO-wide least cost dispatch awards.?

In 2013, California began enforcing tl p and trade program, which8

added a new variable to the cost of generation. The incorporation of t9

costs into the bids led to some discrepancies between the calculated incremental10

costs and the bids submitted for the Miramar GTs.'8 Other than the noted11

discrepancies relating to ;ts, SDG&E’s bid prices were correctly12

representative of the variable costs of generation for the record period, and a13

comparison of bid prices to calculated incremental costs can be found in14

Attachment €. SDG&E is currently developing formal procedures to validate the15

inputs daily to ensure proper assignment of costs into the bid price.16

17

The screenshot of CMRI in Appendix 2 shows the day-ahead awards received for18 7.

Palornar. As described in Section VI, SDG&E retrieves and communicates these19

awards to its dispatchable resource so that they can perform on their dispatch20

obligations in real-time.21

lh See Attachment C for dates February 20.21 and August 23.December 31.
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SDG&E runs a Bid Evaluator study to assess the results of the day-ahead market1 8.

for its dispatchablc thermal resources. The data in Attachment D contains the2

results from bid evaluator for every day during the record period.3

VIII. CONSTRA I’4

As stated in the discussion inciples, SDG&E performed its I.CD activities5

within limits established by numerous types of constraints that range from operational,6

regulatory and contractual to risk mitigation and market conditions. An after-the-fact review of a?

particular day’s dispatch may show a deviation from LCD because of the effects of such8

constraints.9

Some constraints were operating limits inherent to the resources in the portfolio. For10

example, generators cannot continually cycle back and forth between online and offline because11

of minimum run time and shutdown time of each combustion turbine. Therefore, the lowest cost12

unit may not be dispatched if sufficient time for startup is not available. Or, surplus energy may13

be sold below variable generation cost if SDG&E is long on energy and has no resources that can14

be cycled off. Some other common examples constraints include the following:15

Exceptional Dispatch (“ED”) is a form of dispatch the CAISO relies on to meet16

reliability requirements that cannot be resolved through market processes. The17

CAISO orders EDs to address local generation requirements, system capacity18

needs, transmission outages, software limitations and other operational issues.19

Because EDs are reliability-driven, they arc outside the scope of LCD and likely20

to be uneconomic relative to market prices or other resources. All CAISO21

resources are obligated to comply with these dispatches.22
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Residual Unit Commitment (“RUC”) is a market award for capacity the CAISO1

issues to ensure that sufficient capacity is committed to meet system load2

High RUC resulted from the market process, it is required to manage grid3

reliability and is outside the scope of LCD. SDG&E resources were obligated to4

be available to provide the RUC capacity if awarded, which required that they5

could be committed uneconomically relative to other resources.6

Unit testing and maintenance, such as Relative Accuracy Test Audit (“RATA”)?

tests and heat treats, require generators to run at predefined load points to achieve8

an objective. During these periods, generation is considered must take and cannot9

be dispatched aceordim vonomics.10

Constrained pipeline operations may impact In 2013 Desert Star was11

constrained in its ability to provide real-time dispatch because of limited gas12

balancing rights on the Southwest (das pipeline. Another example of pipeline13

constraints was Operational Flow Orders (“OFOs”) declared by Southern14

California Gas Company (“SoCal Gas”). Under a high-inventc 'a15

resource failed to consume 90% of the scheduled natural gas quantity, the pipeline16

assessed penalties. Therefore, resources were constrained from following17

real-time LCD economics to decrease generation.18

Use-limited resources are resources that are only available for a limited number of19

hours per period. To efficiently allocate dispatches on these units, SDG&E20

planned their use over a monthly or annual time horizon depending on the limit.21

For example, annual environmental restrictions limit the number of startups on22

certain combustion turbines. Other resources that were use-limited include23
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Demand Response programs that can be triggered for limited hours each month1

and the YCA and Goal Lin ontracts that allowed for economic curtailment2

for limited hours per day and per yean3

Market liquidity can be described as the amount of energy that can be traded at a4

particular price. Low market liquidity can prevc i&E from executing5

ve anticipated least cost dispatch.6

? IX.

During the record period, SDG&E supplied fuel to all natural gas-fire dispatchable8

resources in the portfolio. SDG&E performed as the pipeline-register Manager and Fuel9

Supplier for all dispatchable resources. These included SDG&E-owned or contracted resources10

(Miramar, Cuyamaca, Palornar, Desert Star, OMEC, Orange Grove, Escondido Energy Center,11

and El Cajon Energy Center) fuel costs ft &E resources are charged to the ERR A.12

As discussed in the Commission-approvc &E’s procurement process is to13

secure approximately 9034 of forecasted fuel volumes required to serve SDG&E’s load forecast14

(but not economic sales) as firm monthly bascload supply. The advantages of bascload supply15

are that it (1) shields ratepayers from potentially volatile day-ahead natural gas prices; (2) is16

scheduled by market participants as a higher priority delivery than day-ahead supply; and (3)17

reduces the day-to-day trading and scheduling requirements, thereby reducing overall operational18

requirements. While the cost of baseload supply may be lower or higher than the spot price on19

any given day, over time these price differentials average toward zero, leaving SDG&E with the20

benefits cited above.21

While most fuel supply was procured as firm monthly baseload, SDG&E at all times used22

prevailing day-ahead or intra-day market prices to price out day-ahead or intra-day generation23
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costs, which is consistent v ..... For example, if the portfolio was sh . „ 11 I relative to1

day-ahead requirements, fuels traders purchased incremental supply at the day-ahead market2

price. Or, if the portfolio was long on fuel relative to real-time requirements, fuels traders sold3

the surplus baseload supply at the same-day market price. This coordination between fuel and4

power trading cnab E to accurately price variable generation costs so that the benefits5

of market transactions could be properly evaluated. Both bascload and daily natural gas trades6

for the record period were executed at competitive prevailing market prices and in compliance?

with the LTPP. The delivery points for the natural gas deals booked to ERRA were the various8

SoCal Border delivery points or the SoCalGas City gate trading hub, since all dispatchable9

natural gas-fired resources in the portfolio (except Desert Star) use natural gas supplied at these10

points. Natural gas for Desert Star was procured at Kern receipt and delivery points. All11

SDG&E natural gas transactions for 2013 were reported and are reviewed by the Commission in12

SDG&E’s QCR under the advice letters cited in Section I, above.13

SDG&E also entered into financial transactions to hedge fuel costs during the record14

period. Hedge transactions consisted primarily of futures and basis swap purchases which15

together fixed the forward price of the monthly Natural Gas Intelligence (“NGI”) SoCal Border16

index. Futures trades were executed through NYMEX. Basis swaps were executed17

over-the-counter (“OTC”) directly with counterparties or through voice brokers and typically18

cleared through ICE Clear, a widely used clearinghouse for trades. These hedge19

transactions complied with the LTPP and internal quarterly hedge plans and were submitted for20

Commission review in SDG&E’s QCR. However, hedge transactions are not considered in21

evaluating variable operating costs in the day-ahead or real-time markets and therefore do not22

affect the least cost dispatch process.23
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Throughout the record period, SDG&E held Backbone Transportation Service (“BTS”) to1

19transport natural gas from the various SoCal Border trading points to the SoCalGas Citygatc.2

SDG&E purchased the BTS capacity from SoCalGas pipeline to increase the priority of fuel3

delivery to its dispatchable resources. The decision to purchaS' is determined by several4

factors including; the price spread between the SoCal Border point and the SoCal Citygatc, the5

quantity of Finn Interstate capacity SDG&E has purchased that can feed into that specific SoCal6

point BTS represent fixed costs and therefore are not considered in the I.CD process.?

SDG&E procured SoCalGas system storage capacity (in t was in effect from8

January 1 through March 31 of the 2013 record period, and SDG&E also bid for and was9

awarded SoCalGas system storage capacity (in 2013) that was in effect from April 1 through10

December 31 of the 2014 record period. Storage was required to manage day-to-day imbalances11

between natural gas deliveries and actual consumption that occurred on a daily basis.12

Imbalances were mainly caused by CAISO-instructed incremental or decremental real-time13

dispatches that deviated from the day-ahead LCD forecast. Significant imbalances resulted from14

time to time as a result of a forced outage on a large unit. Gas storage helped SDG&E fuels15

traders respond to such events by providing an operational alternative for managing its balancing16

requirements rather than relying on trades with other market participants. The value of this17

operational flexibility was even more pronounced when the pipeline declared operating18

restrictions to force market participants to balance their gas deliveries wdth consumption.19

SDG&E’s awarded storage bid was based on cost savings associated with this flexibility as well20

as the summer/winter price spread.21

Natural gas trading and scheduling processes remained largely intact through MRTU22

implementation. However, the day-ahead market process increased the uncertainty of gas23

ly https://www.socalgas.com/rcgulatory/tariffs/tm2/pdf/4240.pdf
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quantities to be traded in the day-ahead market. Day-ahead generation awards are not known1

until about 1 iOO pan., well after next-day natural gas finished trading. Because of the time lag,2

fuels traders had to rely on generation award forecasts and judgment to establish their next-day3

fuel position. When actual results deviated from forecasted fuel quantities, fuels traders4

primarily relied on gas balancing services offered on SoCalGas’ system and, to a lesser extent,5

on the Kern and Southwest (das pipelines, or its storage capacity on SoCalGas’ system.6

Occasionally, S'DG&E traded and/or scheduled gas supplies in later pipeline scheduling cycles to?

avoid potential imbalance penalties. Activity in these later scheduling cycles was avoided to the8

extent lower availability of competitive bids and offers caused incremental transactions to be9

more costly r&E.10

X. V11

My testimony describes SDG&E’s plans and processes used during calendar year 201312

for serving load from its fully integrated portfolio of utility-owned resources, power purchase13

contracts and market transactions, consistent with the Commission-approved LTPP in effect for14

the record period. SDG&E consistently complied with the Commission’s decisions addressing15

ctices during the 2013 record period. In summary, SDG&E’s LCD process achieves the16

Commission requirements by considering variable costs and utilizing the lowest cost resource17

mix, subject to constraints in the day-ahead, hour-ahead and real-time markets. Therefore,18

SDG&E requests that the Commission find that SDG&E demonstrated compliance with the19

Commission’s currently effective id SOC4 standards during the 2013 Record Period.20

This concludes my prepared direct testimony.21

22
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1 XI.

My name is Andrew Scatcs. My business address is 3315 Century Park Court,2

San Diego, CA 92123. I am currently employed by SDG&E as a Market Operations Manager.3

My responsibilities include overseeing a staff of schedulers involved in dispatching the SDG&E4

bundled load portfolio of supply assets for the benefit of retail electric customers. This includes5

operational administration R contracts, transacting in the real-time wholesale market and6

managing scheduling activities in compliance with CAISO requirements. I assumed my current?

position in January 2011.8

I previously managed the Electric Fuels Trading desks 1 3, primarily managing9

day ahead and forward procurement of Natural Gas. Prior to joinii J&E in 2003, my10

experience included five years as an energy trader/scheduling manager.11

I hold a Bachelor’s degree in Business Administration with an emphasis in Finance from12

California State University, Chico.13

I have previously testified before the Commission.14
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explanation of the algorithmic processes within each engine.

procedures are also contained in th nuals.

2 Security Constrained Unit Commitment (SCUC)
CAISO us 

DAM and
Time I.tori
Demand i
Residual

and the bid.in Demand in Integrated Forward Market (IFM).

r
and one to four subsequent Trading I.lours.

t
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15-minute intervals, respectively, in their Time i.lorizon, which includes the
ng i.lour.

mited to medium" is
■ ' ; solution or teleme
minium yusi ii scted by Bid

ies

The SCUC adjusts generation, load, import and export schedules and dears Energy Supply and 

Demand Bids, and AS bids to meet, uirements, while managing congestion by enforcing
linearized transmission constraints, and generating unit inter.temporal constraints. The

flow and contingency
■ r . " n" mi - /I includes all CAISO

flow model.

SCUC employs a Mixed Integer Programming ( ethodology that effectively addresses the 

numerous modeling requirements and constraints required in the CAISO Markets.

The use of the IVIIP

with a number of Ms
f-y...... o........ i... dynamic

f
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......neral, 1,1 1 •optimization engine is <

Ancill "vices including the following modeling

narkPK for Energy and

as nv.

> Si modltiesi

n

ling Reserve

> II. n

ds

R liability Bids

>

........ ....... ................... _..._..ig transmission losses

■ Security analysis (contingency constraints)

■ Nomogram constraints

> Marginal Pricing
■ Energy, network I
■ Ancil rvice

II.IVIP components

Bid

■ RUC Prices

2.2 SCUC Modeling Requirements

' ts is an increasing 

in system. This 

"k Applications (N 

optimal results

n

Commitmer 

UC problen , 

transmission system.

t
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3:

> II.oacl modeling considerations,

custom load aggregation, custom
II.oad Distribution Factors

ind Trading t.tubs

3 Units, System 

)ution Factors for
, such as Pu 

mating Units, s

>

> Commercial transmission considerations, such as /TORs, New PTOs, Dynamic 

Schedules and pseudo ties

> Grouping and zone definitions, such as UDCs, price
Balancing Authority Areas (IBAAs), AS Regions, and RUC zones

> Other scheduling elements, such as power system equipment schedules

y
3

if

the following network components:

> The CAISC

■ ismissic
\ ■■ .../

>

> Non-CAI lancing Authority Areas that are embedded within the CA1SO Balancing 

Authority Area

msmission Owners (New PTOs)>

t
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> Utilities (currently called UDCs)

In addition to its physical and commercial compor 
required in the optimization and processing of the I 
the Ancillary Services Regions and requirements, I 
Branch Groups/Interfaces and Nomograms, and d)

The

It should be noted that certain transmission constraints are monitored only (i.e., not enforced). 
These are monitored against the defined limits adjusted by certain percentages of the limit.

II.oss Components.

Currently, a
i distributed

Diis option is configurable fc 

ed in all Market Appl: 

i the event that the I

nth a distributed gene

■n & i

with a distributed II.oad slack

t
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II.astly, there are two other ven
sensitivity information required to

irk

>

as ii y luua uui n is n

reference directi*
the calculation of the II.MPs. 1

>

well as at each operating entity (e.g., company, MSS and UDC).

ive 1 ion

I of t.i " '"ft.Up and
fds of all scheduled

to provide Ancillary 

in methodology that 
considers physical 

be achieved through a least-constraints. The economic efficiency of the n

t
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cost resource commitment and scheduling with co.optimization of Energy and Ancillary

Services.

Mathematically, the objective function for the IFM is .

r A„
0-UtJ,dU,j,+MIX\hUtJl h(J>u;)dP +

;!'!!!! /
' - RIJ,, + C™ - RD,, + ■ SR, + (

r
iSS • NSLl i.A iJi iJi iJi iJi iJi iJi iJi

Where

h i.lour index

T Total number of hours in the time horizon

/

N resources

Pi* t of resource i in hour h

RUjJ; p provided by resource i in hour h

RDjjj Regulation down provided by resource i in hour h

SPi:h Spinning Reserve provided by resource / in hour h

NSj.h Non.spinning Reserve provided by resource / in hour h

Cost ($/hour) as a piece.wise linear function of output (MW) for resource i(RJJRS
in hour h

RT Bid cost ($/MW) of regulation up (MW) for resource i in hour hC;i.h

RD Bid cost ($/MW) of regulation down (MW) for resource i in hour hC;i.h

SR Bid cost ($/MW)of spinning reserve (MW) for resource / in hour hC;i.h

SS Bid cost ($/MW) of non.spinning reserve (MW) for resource i in hour hc i.h

SUQ

MLCin ■e i in hour h

t
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Commitment status;.0 if resource / is off..line, and..1 if resource / is on..

line, in hour h
Ujj}

p takes place and Minimum II.oad cost is occurred
vvi ici icvei u ic uiin. is untune.

n

r
i

s

>f
3

These penalty terms are not shown in the equation above for simplicity.

Energy and Ancillary Serv f" ■" Costs in 

Curves are stepwise functions of procure 

functions of service quantities. The minin'

of 4W in all cases.

'he Energy Bid 

iecewise linear
a default value

The objective function in l¥IPfVl is similar to the one ; the submitted Energy Bids are used 

in both CCR and ACR, whereas the mitigated Energy Bids are used in IFM.

is represented as follows:
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T V

n, +MI.(-J:I!U:+C;;n<!!U:]
ft-| ,-t

Where:

in RUC are

{ costs in the

iplicity.

le Real-Time Ancillary Services

Day.Ahead Ancillary Services

:unction. The objective function in
Jp and Minimum II.oad Costs and

without Ancillary Services Bids.

2.4 Input Bid line

sus types of Bids that go into SCUC.

Generatlo ;rgy Bids2.4.1

The Generation hnergy Bids can include all three cost components:

> Start-Up Cost
> Minimum II.oad cost

> Energy Bid cost

The Start.Up and Minimum II.oad costs are
submitting Energy Self.Schedules and/or p
the Generating Unit must be online due tc 

binding commitment and AS awards in RT 

considered.

in f

srati jc
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individual Generati i- : 1 i ts using 

Hons.

resulting

General

The Start-Up Cost ($/start) can be dependent on the time passed since the ur 

Down. This function has a stepwise increasing form across three unit 

hot,intermediate and cold. The typical Start-Up Cost function is illustrated 

exhibit:

I

start
unitIk c

_ OFF 
1 unit

►
hot _ med 

1 mm
_ cold 
T„™T unit

The down time is specified 

the next time interval in RTM 

is treated as unlimited on the i

Start-Up Costs can be expressed as a single value not dependent on unit down time.

I

The Minimum II.oad Cost ($/hr) expresses the unit operating costs at the minimum operating
point. The Minimum II.oad Cost is considered whenever a Generating Unit is online.

I

For each ' ■" r„ I „ir

submitted. A Generatior
incremental production c

be

ofr
rgy Generation:
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Enii
P unit

l writ :

IP"3t unit

En:2 ! 
P unit :

nEn:}t unit

Unit i
Startup \

Ennnil4

H Enl, KnlninEE max
E",unit nitnit nit

Curve from Minimum II.oad to the optimal scheduleThe
expo

c limit (I.Ell.) and

e Minimum II.oad
jrthermore, if the
) the II.Ell..

.oad Ener [Is

This section describes the types of load Bids.
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single-part; Energy Bids. These load

Ell.and UEI..according to their Energy
Bids is as follows.

oad Bid price curve is a monotonically "

: ($/MWh) versus Energy consumption:

ig stepwise function of

Eni i
flood

En:mm
Phad

fin-A
P load

Idol
Flood

flood

Flo; 4 |
/ load '[

Enhfid

Hmin
')ad

r max 
ij loadEd/, fidfid fid

The integral of the load Energy Bid Curve from zero to the optimal schedule expresses the 

benefit of consumed Energy. This benefit is Illustrated in the following exhibit:
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l-'.n i i 
load

EnhC >ad

j r4 da: min

dim I
Pload

Enload

-►

Note that minimum II.oad
because Non.Participating II

: of Demand Bid costs

The Non-Participant II.oad is considered to be online all the time and inter.temporal constraints

are not applicable. Therefore, ramp rate constraints are not formulated for Non.Participating

II.oad.

lower economic limit (I.El.) and endpoint

than zero, there must be submitted self.
schedules that add up to the II.Ell..

The Pumped.Storage Hydro Units are modeled as a special ca:
Resources. An explicit Pumped.Storage Hydro Unit model is used
pumping, generating) and a three.part bid as follows:

j
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4 rymm?

i
-JS.JPa

IW i
Pa* 5

f 5 Ena
4 t

£»“• £4 £4 £4E»t E*C“

Where:

is the generation optimal schedule;EnG

is the Lower Economic LimitminEna

for /=l,2,...y?; define the segments of the generator energy bid;;Ena

for /=1,2,...,//; are the prices of the generator energy bid segments;Pa

is the fix iping Level;EnGf.

is the generator Start-Up Cost;^ r Eorlup
G

min is the generator Minimum Load Cost; andCa

min is the Pumping Cost (the cost/hr in pumping mode).C /,

The model includes the ability to provide Non-Spinning Reserve in pumping mode. Inter

temporal constrains apply only to the generating mode, and they are similar to any Generating 

Resource.
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is i ith

Ancillary Servlc s2.4.3

OC-mxr.W.)-p Regl
writ ■ Reg Up .Generation unit Regulation Up costtUtil

cer-pRepiM.)-p RegDn :r 
nnil ■ RegDn .Generation unit Regulation Down cost)inif

('t:iJ(Res'mil) = p Res: l 
nnil ■ Res' .Generation unit Spinning Reserve costnil

URe.su 
nnil

URes; r 
anil(NRes!mu) = p ■ NResUf .Generation unit Non..Spinning Reserve costC

URe.s: /' 
lead (NResrlnad) = /p™f:/ • NRes'hC oad

Where:

is the Regulation Down AwardRegDnnnil

is the Regulation Up AwardReg Upnnil

is the Spinning Reserve AwardRes nnil

is the Non-Spinning Reserve Award

is the Regulation Down Bid priceRegDtrJ 
/ nnil

is the Regulation Up Bid priceRegi'p:t 
i nnil
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is the Spinning Reserve Bid priceRes:, 
t unit

is the Non-Spinning Reserve Bid price\:Res:r 
I* unit

These Ancill rvice Bid price and cost curves are illustrated on the following exhibits using 

Spinning Reserve as an example:

i ikii R ?',:l

Res'

Resmax:!Res

bid price.

II.ii

the submitted maxirrr J Quantity (MW).
ed ramping time domain is 

>ing Rates and ramping time 

pinni I serves. The most

i n\/Af the

; unit e.G;fe.T 

}; unit e G; f e T

\ -
writ $ 
/.)/•?:./ 
unit t

\ Res mu}', uniteG'JeTRes
unit

■ Res 
dem0 < Res' n < min \RR ■T
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(°. >:
had e leg e T".

,,}; unit e G; t e 7".Y/Gw
unit

Mies
dorn+./?/? • max

0 < NRes'had < NRes'bad

Where:

is the Regulating Up Ramp Rate/> /> p
iXiXnm7

is the Regulating Down Ramp Rate'»CT'
is the Spinning Reserve Ramp RateRes

unitRR

is the Non-Spinning Reserve Ramp RateNRes
unitRR

is the Regulation Time DomainT Reg 
k dom

is the Spinning Reserve Time Domain' ReS
domT

is the Non-Spinning Reserve Time Domain■ NRes 
domT

is the Regulation Up bid capacityi 'pjReg unit

is the Regulation Down bid capacityRep unit

is the Spinning Reserve bid capacityRes unit

is the Non-Spinning Reserve bid capacityNRes unit

Is the Non-Spinning bid capacity from a pumpNRes load

Submi di or i

Bids. ' n on
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ramping limits and regional requirements. A Qualified Ancillary Sen If.Provision may not
be used to satisfy requirements for lower quality Ancillary Services.

Reslclu ■ t ■ ■ , i , . ........ s2.4.4

he IFM. If a u

RCap'nml = nnaxfC); KEn'nml ) unit e G\ f e T

Where:

A.values present quantities scheduled for reliability purposes as increments for generators and

decrements (negative values) for participating loads to already Scheduled or self.provided
quantities in I FM.

f

3

The RUC Capacity has a z:ero cost fo 

and the single price value is applied <

the RUC Availability Bid. The RUC 

Bid price curves as follows:

3

(nnnnn)-p RCapS
unit RCap'nil

Where:
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is the irdRCaprmril

is the ilability Bid PriceRCap’.l' 
unitP

The unit RUC Availability Biel price and cost curves are illustrated on the following exhibit:

i ti RCnp:
nutP,

RCap'unit

bid price

ess. The constraints

iry Service capacity 

i and contingencies,

■ ter Balan - ■ tralnt2.5.1

balance out with
ice constraint is

iid.in Generation
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and bid.in load (If-M only) or CAISO forecast (E

constraint including network Energy losses:

) participate i i ■ ver balance

I 'K,. = K„ + K ; / e 7"
OSS

load'--1,nnif-'-'G

The Energy loss model is derived from the full AC network solution which is updated during the

SCUC.NA iteration process. The network Energy losses are linearized using marginal loss

factors around the base operating point:

bcise:fEnrlas = En) + AEn)ms; / e 7"
OSS

Where:

base:.! ' 
unit

base:./ ' 
‘oadEEn) ■(EE,■ (En Eri En ); / e 7".)node node oadunitoss

loads-/.nndn-G

Dependi 
loads an

ent can present the sum of fixed 

' imbalance:

bases . Load Forecast 
Self - Schedules 

Energy Imbalance

En En) ; 1 e Ti.r OSS

En). Enf; f a Teq
based .En En) ; / e 7'I mb OSS

Note that load forecast an 

Energy Self-Schedules pr< 

loss penalty factors:

lLEr,'nn„ I id EErL,di idv = En)eq dAEnfqt e Tloadfind
loads ].unit-G

Where:

In X<„<, • Kbased- base :l 
and

based
‘oadAEn)cq = En) ■ En ; / e T+nodeoss

load /.unit o(}

and loss penalty factors are calculated as follows:
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PfL =l/0-alfe) and Pf = 1/(1 + a limk)load

Where:

is the Energy schedule of a unit from NAbase:./
unitEn

is the Energy schedule of load from NAload:./ 
unitEn

is the Bass System losses from NAbaseaEn)
OSS

is the Marginal loss rate at the node i.e. change in system losses due to a 

marginal injection at the node
^ node

Ancillary Services Constraints2.5.2

The Ancillary Services Requirement can be set u 

granular regional level. The CA1SO Operator car
each AS Region. These requirements are minimum and/or maximum bounds on AS
procurement, both for the overall system and for pre.specified AS Regions. For each hour, the
following AS requirement information is published:

i.wide basis, or * i ■ ore
urement requirements for

> minimum requirements for Spinning 

and Regulation Down, by AS Region;
> maximum requirement for
> maximum requirements f 

Regulation Up, by AS Region.
Spinning Reserve, and

Submissions to Self.Provide Ancillary Services can be
i. Additionally, Ancillary Service cascading is supported by
of Ancillary Service can be substituted by a higher quality of

> Regulation Up can be used as substitution for both Spinning and Non.Spinning

Reserves
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for Non.Spinning Reserve>

2,5,2,1

imiirn requirements for Regulation Up capacitiy can be specified for each Ancillary

i

('p;r ee, < <= /Reg <
ASreq

nniif-.tS

Separate maximum and minimum requirements for 

specified for each Ancillary Service region:

can ben

f)n:jDn:t

as!!!" * fogReg ; / e T< ASreqASreq
unit-AS

Reg Up Regional Requirements:

.V

> -f RI Xf)RCgrP — RIXI IRcg['P = pRcg['IK pRcgl'P-reqmm p pRcfi('p < />Rc ZrP'-rcV mm \f ^
H f
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gative relaxation variables throughout to which the penalties for

SI('KRc°l!p Spi" — SI.CKRcsUp Nspi" + = p Regl 'p:reg rnin ,V/

SLCKRe9Jp^spin, s[_CKRe9up-Nspin - are the _

down towards the regional Spin and Non.spin requirements.

be cascaded

(p:r < JuliesESSASre,} + fog +unitASreq
unit'-- AS uni/-AS

Regional Spin Requirement:

.V

SI.CKPcg,p Spin + J^p nmr . sj/nisr.req mm ^ /
’ 1 /' — P t

fmsr RLXIS irnsr tmsr P. f^ln!sr:re^ mHX \f jfms.n+ RIM) = RU
/-I

Up above the requirements) is counted towards
the spin.

Regional Spin Slack:

SIK’''rP)in j plrnsr “ p!nisr:rectm*n \~j jf
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allowed.

Regional Non-spin Requirements:

.V

Sl,CK^:g,p Sspin + SIX'S?*" 'Ppm + RI.XD [runs nvns'.req min pimnsTeqmm[runs [runs [runsRLXIJ = pt ; I) <ptf f

H f

2.5.2.4 Maximum

limited for each 1 gion. 
on-Spinning Reserve procured 

limit maximum capacity at any

r2>V tes X NRes ^ UCapfp:i
anil

f f ; / e T.+ + +anil unit ASreq
loan1 -ASunit-.-IS unit-'-AS unit-- AS

if they satisfy the maximum upward regional 
Self.Provisions are determined according to

the following rules:

> The total qualified Ancillc 'vice Self-Provisions are adjusted for each Ancillary 

Service region in order based on pre.specified priorities among these regions

> 3

3

> For each Ancill rvice, Ancillary Service Self.Provisions are qualified pro rata to
meet regional maximum upward limit
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Network Constraints2.5.3

Network constraints due to Energy Schedules are considered in the optin ‘ 

base case and contingency cases. The network Power Flow Model i ' 
flow solution performed by Network Application (NA). i.lowever, SCI '

‘ i for both the 

full AC power 

models only MW

from NA using calculate >Fs.

ig to the percentage of line MW loading, 
included in the optimization. To avoid 

added into and never deleted from the 

maximum number of enforced network
The network constraints are ordered 

everal types of network constraints as

described next.

2.5.3.1

T
If
b
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2,5.3,2 Ti I.irn its

Existi
and these

/ have normal ratings

by reserving unuse'' r i il ETC capacity for TOR/ETC

In

sirr
the
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2,5.3,3 I.imit

given time.

the intertie transmission constraints in the import direction are formulated as

{), En En'Exp }+ Reg,^ + Res', + NRes on'i r < F ; feTmax Imp Imp imp

The intertie transmission constraints in the export direction are font " in a similar way:

•|), En Eii,mp }*- Reg Drrj
imp

OTC ./ < F ; / e Tmax Exp Exp

s

> AC Interface MW How vs. AC Interface MW F.low
> AC Interface MW Flow vs. Area MW Generation
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train! presents a single piecewise linear curve relating two or more

Contingencies are simulated forced Outages of network elements. SCIJC performs contingency 

analysis using the FNM, to recognize network constraints in the commitment and Dispatch of 

Generating Units. NA provides a facility for definition and maintenance of contingencies.

possible
transmis

“flip-flop’
events are pre.defined in contingencies.

While mo; rontingency

rontingency

s allow any
includes n
into one c
individual /!)•

contingencies) are
lined such that no

nstraints2.5.4

In this Section we present the inter.temporal constraints in more details.

Minimum Up Time

Typically, a Generating Unit cannot change its commitment status at every time interval, it must 

stay online or offline for some minimum time period without changing its commitment status.
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The Minimum Up Time (MUT) constrain 

that a unit must stay online between 

constraints.

minutes, is the minimum amount of time 

1 Shut-Down due to physical operating

-OX
unitIn other words, wh i ' i orating Unit is started, i 

intervals. Therefore, if a unit is started at time interval t

time7

Dreed:

o v/ml /• 2 
unit

T

unit
■OX
unit ; unit e G:J e 7"= T+ u +..... r un uni!

i Down Time (MDT) constraint, specified in minutes, is t i ■ limum amount of

nit must stay offline after the start of Shut.Down, including Shut-Down time and

j. SCUC can commit and decommit units based on economics and consistent with 

I and MDT constraints.

OFF
unit7It r time intervals, and the following constraint is satisfied if a

uni a 11+1:

unit
/ml /' -1- 2 

unit = 0; unit e G\ f e T,+ u +..... s un unit

Where:

is the status of the unit in time interval ‘t’n unit

The Generating l

a unit needs to t 

total down time c

ent on the cooling time, i.e., the time 

jnit has been offline. Therefore, the 

Jp Time, which is dependent on the

cooling time. The total down time is enforced to be no shorter than the MDT.

cool
min

SI T 
unit

OFF
unit ; unit e G\t e 7 ,7 + T
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The cooling, startup and down time relationship is i on the following exhibit:

Time

las

online offline online\ starting up

down dife

cooling time startup/ lime
----- /--------
/

time-

ng time.

ing exhibit:

in

coldi SOT
anil

i 7

inlet-mediate

hot

"cool 
unitT
>■

2,5,4,4 I

Another Generating 

total number of daily
maximum number of daily Start-Ups. The

id number:

I , 2 , t T ^ \TOX .
~ unit “MOT/ “MM// ..' ‘ unil "• unit e G
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The total available Ei 

Energy is optimally 

emissions etc) is als 

could be other non.e

be determined by long.term hydro or fuel scheduling. This limited

over the scheduling period. Environmental limitations (e.g. air 
i for a generating unit being energy limited. Furthermore, there 

ictors as well leading to use.limitation of a resource.

or dispatched over the entire

+ EirL •+..... »- ElC, + • • • + ElL, ^ GnL; e G.GrL ^ Gn 1
unit

btained from the Id f an Bids.

vip Storage !.lydro units.

I 15 DAM, the maximum

The minimum Energy II.imi

Energy II.imits are not enforced in the
extremely small (10') and the objective

i because the Time !.lorizon is
Dispatch is to recover from a
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contingency as fast as possible without any 

entire Trading Day.

limitations over the course of an

■ ! !, f ■ es

2,5,5,1

Up and
3

J

3

Also, the Operating Reserve Ramp 

Spinning Reserves are determined I

and Non- 

multiplied
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:ime
M<-

provisions.

Note that the total amount of upward Ancillary Services is If ' ' by the Generating Unit

Ram pi i time period (default is ' i

2,5,5,/

ill r

1 will always be

only

2) I.lourly i
the rami ibsuUiubs.

3) -

4) The upward and downward 

would be limited to the duratic
f on-line resources across time intervals 

rval: 60min in DAM, 15min in RTUC, 5min
in RTID and RT d tOmin in RICD,

5)

II,

ir

d RTMD.

>f resources starting up through Fast Unit Start-Up (from the
.imit) in RTCD would be limited to the difference between
> Time.

6) The up ware 

applicable II

10 minutes

7) The upward and downward ramp capability of resources across time Intervals would not 
be limited by capacity limits (operating or regulating limits); in that respect, the upward
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tnd the resource Maxirru dm uni II.oad,

the <mits would be enforced

8) ' ■" of resources across time intervals with Regulation Up 

ie sum of these awards over these intervals, multiplied by

a configurable factor.

9)

10)1 esources on regulation would not be limited in
RTCD.

11 1

j

time interval.

These c

Regulation.

V,., = f A = 1Online operation: ( )

;.) = 1,2, ,NRCDr(EN.,) + a7. (RD,., + RDt ENt - EN < RCUi:(ENt.,) - aT Ell., + RIJ,r-1

V,., = 0 A u. = 1 AW = Rf) = RU °>Start-Up: ( {.. f {..1 /-|

AW, < 1,01, + RCUr'{I■()!;)-m RU, ONsj = 1,2,
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IJ,.| = I a Ut = 0 ENt = RD, = RU, = °)Shut-Down: (

EN)., < LOL,., + MMlrAWl,.,)- ctT RD

RTCD Start-Up:

EN < LOL + RCU(T....srr tyX)L)

With:

T

RCUr(EN) = [ ()RR(EN)df
0

7'

R(I)r (EN) = - f ()RR( EN) dt

f = l,2,...,Ni..i

0

Where:

is the interval index (zero for initial condition);t

N is fine horizon;

n in DAM, 15 min in RTUC, i a' '! -ndT is
RTMD, a I-' nin S D);

is the tnergy Schedule;EN

RU is the Regulation Up Award;

RD i

ORR
I

RCU
the Operating limit;

ROD domain as a

II.Oil. II.imit

SUT is the Start-Up Time; and
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is < ).

neter are as follows:

DAM 60'.3

: 15’.0.75

RTID
5'.0

D

RTCD in RTCD)10'.

The following figure ilf
resource across time ii 
these intervals.

its limit the <

. i capability fc

RUt)

P• max

UCL

ENt

RCU-r{ENt-i)

ENt.1
f-1 t

Th« ) using the operational rarnp rate curve 

imit in interval t, in this case the lower of 
5 Upper Regulating II.imit, minus the

capability reduction, the unit may be 

ty limit constraints), i i s case, under 

unit would ramp along the blue line.

ant
the
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I.lowever, consider
the unit trajectory c

d bind

In addition to individual Ancillary Service ramping limits, the common Ancillary Service ramping

Niles'
<T"AS; uniteG'JeTnil uni!- + Res

uni!
\:Res
unitRR RR

having meaning that the total ramping time can not exceed the specified Ancillary Service

ramping time (default 10 minutes). These constraints include both Ancillary Service self.

provisions and Ancillary Service Bids.

The Ancillary Service procurement can be constrained by resource Energy ramping of slow.

ramping resources. These constraints are enforced by the following ramping rules:

more then 20 minutes (configurable) 

Spinning Reserve or Non.Spinning

>

more than 20 minutes>

n Down at both hours.

J «_# inwi v-jjr ■ >-4i ■ 'I'-'-" -

-rl>idden Operati „ ' :■... -nstraints2.5.8

f low and high operating levels between 

nner. The Forbidden Operating Regions
lum Operati i-: II lits and they do not
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have up to four

The forbidden regions are illustrated on the following exhibit:

tn

: ; | i j : !
’Operating lForbidden Operating \ lorbtddenppcratmg, lot-bidden. Operating: 
Region ! I Region 1 i Region 2 j Region 2 j Region 3 > Region 3 Region 4 :

-Jli^

EnL, 0„,it Ri R- R4 Ri Hull,nvix »iilX I’iilX

There are certain rules that the SCUC engine enforces in the DA MPM and IFIV1 while dealing 

with Forbidden Operating Regions. These rules are:

> me interval then it is

> If a slow

unit is sch

not allowed while the un ; " hedule is going 

■ I 1 ■ i- ■" rr ■ *'

> T 3rsal r\ Ir*

ti _ i _ J ance a unit

ir intervals toc

i tf itn above orc

t time.

> The unit cannot pro
unit is scheduled wi
Ancill wices are equal to zero.

.e. if
ward
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> The n.

> [f in less than 20 minutes, then it is allowed
to provide Ancill ‘vices.

> If unit can cross the Forbidden terval then it is
never scheduled to operate 

Schedule for this fast unit is illu

i. The Energy

*

seh,l Enunit

EnHunit

Rlmax

R3min

Rlmax

R2min

R'max

R1min

■ time 
: interval

E„L„nit

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

inside it. In this case the unit is 

gion. The Energy Schedule for a
' bidden region and two time 

on the following exhibit:
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.

sth
eKa„n

EnHunit

R3max

mR3min

R2max

RL ip

'min

time
interval

EnLunit

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

2,8 Un fit

This section describes the process for committing units.

■ - c ; . I i"'is2.6.1

Unit is comr

i "!r 7! there are some sim " s that determine the commitment status of a unit. These are:
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> If for any interval the unit is offline by SI.1C, the unit's mode is set to
that interval

(U)for

> If for any interval the unit is forced On by CA1SO, the unit's mode is set to “Must Run” 

(IV!) for that interval.

> If (M)
for that interval.

> If for any interval the unit is forced Off by the CAISO Operator, the unit's mode is set to
“Unavailable” (U).

> If a unit is r, its mode is set to
“Must Run” (M) in RUC.

> If the unit is determined by the IV1F:)IV1 with an R( uirement, its mode is set to “Must 

Run” (M) in RUC.

unit is considered to have a “Cycling” ode in the IIHV1 and its 

time interval depends on economics and the self.

> In all other

commitmen in
commitment status of th

Additional rules apply in Real.Time to determine the operating mode of the unit:

> If the unit has an bnergy self.schedule, its operating mode is set to “Must Run” (M).

> If the unit has a Day.Ahead Regulation or Spinning Reserve Award, its operati Je

is set to “Must Run” (M).

it is not a I.ast Start Unit> If
(FSU), its operating mode is set to “Must Run” (M).

d it is .t Start 
(because the non.

>
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JC> If an online unit has a scheduled binding startup 

startup) and the time between the start of the time

less than the MDT, its operating mode is set ti 
inadequate time for cycling off).

t is

is

An SCUC com d is a time span of contiguous hours when > i fs commitment

by the SCUC application for the Time I-.lorizon regardless of whystatus is “0~” '

A self.commitment period rtion of the SCUC commitment period of a unit that has a non
empty Self.Schedule indicating its decision to self.commit the Generating Unit. The self.
commitment period may include time periods where the unit does not have a Self.Schedule if it
is determined that to meet the Self.Schedule the unit must be On due to IV1UT, MDT, and MDS
constraints.

■si-ncl; i , ■ iitions2.6.2

Each run in the IFM fo ding Day needs to respect certain boundary conditions that result 

from the outcome of the IFM clearing of the previous day. For example, for a unit that was 

started up in the last hour of the previous Trading Day and has a Minimum Up Time of six 

hours, its operating mode is set to “Must Run” (M) for the first five hours of the following Trading 

D illarly, for a unit that was shut down in the last hour of the previous Trading Day and 

has a Minim wn Time of six hours, its operating mode is set to “Unavailable” (U) for the

, and because the Start.Up Cost
y conditions track the time that a
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2,7 mi m rices

The penalty prices express scheduling priorities and have high positive values for incremental 

adjustments (if applicable) and high negative values for decremental adjustments. If a

generating resource has several Self.Schedules at the same time interval, then penalty prices
and Self.Schedules are ordered so that the resulting Energy Bid price curve is monotonically

increasing, . srgy Bid curve that includes penalty prices is illustrated on the following
exhibit:
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Incii
Penalty/:/?

Pimit
■

Energy’
BidPrice

RMR
Schedule

j Spin 
I CapDispatch

Range :
;

Enunil

EnHEnL unitUni l

RMR

L Penalty

contingency then the Inc Penalty is used.

Mbit A.13, the economic bid

an Rl uirement.

for

The SIBR validation process ensures that:

> The sum of all the Self-Schedules for 

equal to the Minimum II.oad.

or
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> The sum of all the Self.Schedules i

Bid Curve point (if an Energy Bid is
entity of the first Energy

uneconomic adjustments for Congestion Management.

priorities.

iheduling and constraint priorities are presented in

2.8 Pricing Runs

:or every time 

are optimally 

’ required for
scheduled or 

:or feasibility,

The solution to this problem requires another run, called the “pricing run,” to “filter” these penalty 

prices out of the dual solution (which produces the prices). Specifically, General iits
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id (or their Schedule if there 

on specified configurable

s
is

P

F or Demand decrease in the penalty region the Energy Bid ceiling>

(

For Supply decrease or Demand i
used.

> Bid floor is

Also, Gen 

(set accor 

pricing rui 

ceiling is i 

floor is ii!

• File flag 

ring run. Specifically, in the 

optimized. .......... .. Bid

ceiling and the E 

d floor. The Bid

norm/ Rrrl

different for

> The Energy Bid ceiling a ergy Bid floor are set currently to $500/MWh and - 

$30/MWh, respectively.

> The Ancillary Services 

$250/MW and $0/MW, i

ind Ancillary Services Bid floor are set currently to

To maintain consistency between Generating Unit schedi 

optimal solution of the scheduling run is preserved in the pric
Generating Unit commitment statuses from the scheduling ru 

committed units are “must run” and uncommitted units are ‘

are considered in the pricing run.

The optimal Generating Unit 

solution of the scheduling rut 
that violates the soft Bid cap ( 

possible, but large enough 

optimization model. All other 
are bounded by their original Derating 1.imits in the pricing run.
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ime !.lorizon.

icing

• i Margin, w t2.9.1

/:.>? :/■ = XFM :MCP t e T

Cost.This is k

L2.9.2

II.oad and Generat it contributions to the system power balance differ with respect to
network Energy losses and eventual transmission congestion. Energy Market Clearing Prices
are differentiated according to specific conditions of actual power injections and withdrawals at

ifferent at each network node, i.e. 
Marginal Prices for Energy are 

an Congestion.

Era
node

I'.'lTjMCPIMP. .System Marginal Energy Costreq

PjtJ
■(•- PiLfeV pf

w+ MCP .Loss componentnock:req

2>; node
line • TSC ; / e I' .Congestion component+ line

linen .V

Where:
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is Locational Marginal Price for energy at network node at time interval /End
nodeIMP

is market clearing price for energy requirement at time interval /EndMCPreq

node
fineSF is shift factor for transmission line and network node

is Transmission Shadow Cost for line constraint at time interval /TSClline

fleet impact of nomogram

Iw no de
line

nonvj
node ISCIMP .Transmission corridor componentline

linen 'SOM

Where ISC is Interface Shadow C •) at time interval /line

3S

Wices (AMP) are calculated for

ng

■gy

zEnd
APnode

End . 
Pnode ’MwAMP IMP feT.Pnode

Pnode-nAiAiode

/ schedules at Pricing II.ocations
ocatiom
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Erf(diode ; f e T.(diode
Pnode

(diode?•" APnode

Ancillary Service Marginal Pricing2.9.4

/

3

minimal and maximal or posted 

marginal 
for each 

in section

P
p

in
2.5.2.

3 Security Constrained Economic Dispatch (SCED)

as described in Section 11.5 of the CAISO Tariff.

::: tion

and prices, i ' D executes

5 , - i 3d time delay between 

3 delay accounts for th 1 f 

nunication time for Dispatch
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Interval of

that hour.

Dispatch Targettconomic

on

i: h

RTbD performs the following functions:

> Calculate the Ir
which is the middle of the next Dispatch Interval

>

> Perfc - >rieih'„ 1 i to 

"i Interval; II.IVIPs

Pric
d in

I erat i- s : nt (DOP) for each participating Generating Unit as
' I ■ )ected trajectory of 11 1 nerating Unit operating point

>

a iui iuiui 1 ui i..ti 11c 03

subject to Generating Unit capabilities

>

Schedules
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Entire Appendix 2 contains confidential material
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In

&E defines the incremental cost as the cost to generate the next MW of electricity. The 
incremental costs are used to detcrrnii r&E’s bids that are submitted to the CAISO. The 
limitations of the CAISO’s scheduling system prove i&E from matching the incremental 
costs exactly, but the bids are approximated as closely as possible within ranges of generation 
volumes. The incremental costs are calculated by the PCI GenTradcr and GcnManager, and

&E has the user guides for both. The manner in which this cost is determined is discussed in 
detail below.

For the 2013 record period SDG&E’s bid price is submitted as our cost of generation. Thus:

Where:
HR Heat Rate at the MW generation hid point of the unit 
VOM Variable operations and maintenance cost

Gas price, transport, and VOM. remain constant at each additional increment of a 
dispatehable resources range. The heat rate, however, is variable based on the resource’s burn 
efficiency at each incremental MW level. This is the contributing variable to any change in 
incremental cost.

Note: each Incremental Heat Rate (IHR) generated by the PCI model (be., each M'W value 
between break point values) will increase in accordance with the slope of the curve between the 
two break points. The slope is calculated as:

otis to break point V

breakpoint V

This slope is then used to produce each uniqi MW levels between break points as
outlined below:

Where:
Incremental Heat Rate at a given MW value T 

: MW numerical value V
dst MW numerical value of the breakpoint increment
the I.feat Rate value of the 1st MW value of the breakpoint increment
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.Heat rate curves were calculated from historical gas burns and generation
ich were recorded from the individual resources gas and electrical meters. This 
rve was used to calculate the incremental heat rates in the manner described

price reflective 
ce is reflective 
lot necessarily

ic in order to 
based on the

metric 
'ice or any 
acility.

Gas
trans
Sout
corn]
sueo

in
:c.

s with

ton of
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BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES 
COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

DECLAMATION 
OF ANDREW SCALES

A.14-05-XXX

Application of San Diego Gas & Electric Company (U 902-E) for Approval of: (i) 
Contract Administration, Least Cost Dispatch and Power Procurement Activities in 2013, 
(ii) Costs Related to those Activities Recorded to the Energy Resource Recovery Account 

and Transition Cost Balancing Account in 2013 and (iii) Costs Recorded in Related
Regulatory Accounts in 2013

I, Andrew Scates, do declare as follows:

I am the Market Operations Manager for San Diego Gas & Electric1,

Company (“SDG&E”). I have included my Direct Testimony (“Testimony”) in support

of SDG&E’s Application for Approval of: (i) Contract Administration, Least Cost

Dispatch and Power Procurement Activities, and (ii) Costs Related to those Activities

Recorded to the Energy Resource Recovery Account, incurred during the Record Period

January 1,2013 through December 31,2013, and (iii) the Entries Recorded in Related

Regulatory Accounts. Additionally, as Market Operations Manager, I am thoroughly

familiar with the facts and representations in this declaration and if called upon to testify

I could and would testify to the following based upon personal knowledge.

2. I am providing this Declaration to demonstrate that the confidential

information (“Protected Information”) in support of the referenced Application falls

within the scope of data provided confidential treatment in the IOU Matrix (“Matrix”)

attached to the Commission’s Decision D.06-06-066 (the Phase I Confidentiality

decision). Pursuant to the procedures adopted in D.08-04-023, I am addressing each of

the following five features of Ordering Paragraph 2 in D.06-06-066:

1
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• that the material constitutes a particular type of data listed in the 
Matrix;

• the category or categories in the Matrix the data correspond to;

• that SDG&E is complying with the limitations on confidentiality 
specified in the Matrix for that type of data;

• that the information is not already public; and

* that the data cannot be aggregated, redacted, summarized, 
masked or otherwise protected in a way that allows partial 
disclosure.

The Protected Information contained in my Testimony constitutes3.

material, market sensitive, electric procurement-related information that is within the 

scope of Section 454.5(g) of the Public Utilities Code.1 As such, the Protected

Information provided by SDG&E is allowed confidential treatment in accordance with

Appendix 1 - IOU Matrix in D.06-06-066.

Matrix
Reference

Reason for ConfidentialityConfidential
Information
Appendix 2 Item 1 V.C LSE total energy forecast; front 3 years of forecast confidential.
Appendix 2 Item 3 II. A. 1 Electric price forecast; confidential for three years.

Forecast of IOU generation resources (not by resource
category); confidential for three years.___________

Appendix 2 Items IV.A and B
2,4

Forecast of IOU Generation ResourcesAttachment A IV.A

IX.B
Recorded data on specific resources (rather than broad 
categories of supply sources) used to serve bundled load; 
Appendix I IOU Matrix does not specify effective period of 
confidentiality. ______ _____________
Forecast IOU Generation Resources
Utility Bundled Net Open Position for Energy(for.MWh)

Attachment B IV.A
VLB

Utility Retained Generation (URG) Confidential for 3 yearsAttachment C II.B

XI Monthly Procurement Costs (Energy Resource Recovery 
Account) Confidential for three years

1 In addition to the details addressed herein, SDG&E believes that the information being furnished in my 
Testimony is governed by Public Utilities Code Section 583 and General Order 66-C. Accordingly, 
SDG&E seeks confidential treatment of such data under those provisions, as applicable.

2
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Attachment D XI Monthly Procurement Costs

4, I am not aware of any instances where the Protected Information has been

disclosed to the public. To my knowledge, no party, including SDG&E, has publicly 

revealed any of the Protected Information.

5. I will comply with the limitations on confidentiality specified in the

Matrix for the Protected Information.

6. The Protected Information cannot be provided in a form that is aggregated, 

partially redacted, or summarized, masked or otherwise protected in a manner that would

allow further disclosure of the data while still protecting confidential information.

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the 

foregoing is true and correct

Executed this 28th day of May, 2014, at San Diego, California.

Andrew Scales
Market Operations Manager
San Diego Gas & Electric Company

3
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